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Introduction 

 

This paper tries to evaluate the state of the storage industry and their possible evolution. In addition 

it looks at the specifics of the High Energy Physics (HEP) storage situation with some examples from 

the CERN storage installations and plans.  The focus is on ‘simple‘ storage units like HDDs, SSDs, 

JBOD arrays and the corresponding disk servers, as the HEP community does not use in general high 

end storage appliances (only small numbers in the DB area). Long term storage with tapes is also a 

topic, as the amount of produced data is huge and needs to be stored essentially forever.  

More details and reference3s can be found here: 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/TechMarketPerf 

 

Storage Industry 

The current storage industry state is characterized by a strong consolidation of companies and a 

decline in unit shipments and revenues.   

The market for disks, NAND, SSDs and tapes is shared between just a few companies. 

Hard Drive Disks  :  Western Digital (41%), Seagate ( 37%), Toshiba (22%)  

NAND Memory     :   Samsung (35%), Toshiba (20%), Western Digital (17%), Micron (10%)  

Solid State Disks :   Samsung (35%), Western Digital (19%), Intel (9%), Kingston (7%) 

Tape Drives          :   IBM (100%) 

Tape Media           :   Fujifilm, Sony  

 

Another interesting fact in the HDD market is that a single company (Nidec) provides 87% of all 

spindle motors for all three HDD companies. Toshiba is currently trying to sell their memory division 

and it is not clear where their HDD business will go. This sale is particular complicated as they have 

very strong relationships and collaborations with Western Digital. 

The reasons for declining unit shipments and revenues are of course related to the state of the 

general semiconductor industry. The growth rates in the smartphone area is very low or even 

stagnating, the PC market is further declining and the tablet market show 2-digit negative growth 

rates. [REF 1]   

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/TechMarketPerf
http://www.ttieurope.com/page/me_industry_articles.html
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Figure 1.      Billion $ revenues for the production of worldwide electronic equipment 

 

 

Figure 2.      Evolution of the worldwide device shipments (Ultramobiles = e.g. Tablets) 
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HDD storage 

The ratio of profit over revenues is very low in the HDD market, as can be seen in the following chart 

for Seagate. Declining HDD shipments and poor profits forced Seagate to close one of their largest 

assembly factory in Suzhou, China in the beginning of 2017. [REF 2]   

 

 

Figure 3.  Revenues and profit evolution for the HDD company Seagate, 2011-2017 

The effect of the declining PC market and the increased usage of SSDs in notebooks is clearly seen in 

the detailed disk unit shipment graph for Seagate in the following plot. Nearline/capacity drive 

growth rates are more or less flat. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  HDD unit shipment Distribution of HDD types for Seagate 

https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/01/25/seagate_revenues_down_profits_up/
https://regmedia.co.uk/2017/01/25/seagate_reveues_and_profits_to_q2fy2017_950.jpg
https://regmedia.co.uk/2017/01/25/seagate_q2fy2017_disk_segment_splits_950.jpg
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The following chart shows the percentage distribution of the various HDD drive types. The HEP 

community is in majority buying so called “Nearline drives” (high capacity, high quality) which 

contributes only 10% to all sold HDDs.  [REF 3]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.   Share chart for the various types of HDDs 

 

 

Figure 6.  Evolution of the worldwide unit shipments of HDDs, 1976-2020  [REF 4]   

 

http://debunknow.com/index.php?/news/2220/Technology/Cloud+Computing/January-28-2017/20+TB+Hard+Disk+Drives%2C+The+Future+Of+HDDS
https://www.statista.com/statistics/398951/global-shipment-figures-for-hard-disk-drives/
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Due to HDD technology improvements (higher density drives), one can see a steady increase of the 

total worldwide amount of Exabytes sold while revenues and number of drives is decreasing also in a 

steady manner. In the meantime, the revenues from NAND (flash) sales have exceeded the ones 

from HDDs. 

 

 

Figure 7.   Evolution of revenues , Exabytes and unit shipments for all HDDs worldwide (numbers 

taken from the regular published Trendfocus storage reports) [REF 5]) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trendfocus.com/
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HDD Technology 

 

The following figure shows an updated roadmap for hard disk storage technology from the 

Advanced Storage Technology Consortium (ASTC).  Industry is currently using Perpendicular 

Magnetic Recording as the basic technology building stone.  [REF 6]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.  Advanced Storage Technology Consortium (ASTC) roadmap for Magnetic Disk technology 

evolution 

The next major step in technology advancement would have been Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording 

(HAMR), but there are still reliability and yield problems and thus the first drives will only appear in 

the market in 2018 the earliest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.  Details of the HAMR technology for hard disks [REF 6] 

 

 

http://www.turnhardware.net/?p=1387
http://www.turnhardware.net/?p=1387
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In the meantime, three less revolutionary technologies are being deployed to increase the disk 

densities at the 10-20% level.   

1. Shingled Magnetic Recording  (SMR) with overlapping tracks and thus is considerably 

effecting the re-writing of data 

 

 

Figure 10.  Details of the SMR technology for hard disks [REF 6] 

 

2. Two-Dimensional Magnetic Recording (TMR) which uses thinner tracks with more reading 

heads to compensate for the lower signal levels. 

 

 

Figure 11.  Details of the TMR technology for hard disks [REF 6] 

  

3. Increasing the number of platters per hard disk to minimize the amount of necessary disk 

infrastructure. This can only be reached by replacing the air inside the HDD with Helium. As a 

nice side-effect the power consumption is also reduced. 

http://www.turnhardware.net/?p=1387
http://www.turnhardware.net/?p=1387
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Figure 12.  Replacing the air in hard disks with helium [REF 6] 

 

With these various technologies we can expect HDDs of 14 TB size already in 2017, 20 TB in 2020 

and maybe 100 TB in 2024. The IO performance will increase only moderately. Today’s 8 TB drives 

run at 4-8 ms latency and 200-250 MB/s IO performance. 

 

Solid State Disk  

The technology for Solid State Disks is based on NAND memory. This uses floating gate filed-

effect transistors to store 1-3 bits per cell (SLC, MLC, TLC). About two years ago it was clear 

that the ‘normal’ 2D fabrication processes are becoming uneconomical, as the cost for 

production facilities constructing smaller and smaller (nm level, same as processor 

production) transistors were skyrocketing and the smaller cell sizes created very low wear 

levels. The introduction of V-NAND/3D-NAND with today 64 layers and an associated 

increase in cell sizes solved several problems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13.  3D NAND schematics and density scaling 

http://images.techhive.com/images/article/2016/03/fms-sandisk-keynote-2015-kevin-conley-3d-nand-slide-100649162-orig.jpg
http://www.turnhardware.net/?p=1387
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The following chart shows the roadmap of the major NAND producer in the coming years. 

[REF 7]  

 

 

 

Figure 14.  3D NAND number of layers roadmap for the major NAND manufactures  

 

 

The majority of the worldwide produced NAND memory is used in various devices 

(smartphones, tablets, USB sticks, etc.), only 25% is absorbed in the fabrication of SSDs. [REF 

8]  

 

 

 

Figure 15.  Chart for the usage of NAND in the different devices areas  

 

 

The worldwide market revenues for magnetic disks and flash-based storage is at the level of 15 

billion dollars per quarter for each area, which is depicted in the follow graph. Revenues from Flash 

memory have now surpassed the HDD revenues since nearly three years. [REF 9]  

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4067295-micron-technology-advances-nand-competitors
http://www.icinsights.com/services/mcclean-report/report-contents/
http://www.icinsights.com/services/mcclean-report/report-contents/
http://www.itcandor.com/storage-2016/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2017/4/30/7008-14935598485152326_origin.png
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Figure 16.  Revenues for hard disks and flash memory (NAND) per quarter, 2003-2016 

There is still a large gap between the shipments of HDDs and SSDs in terms of units sold and capacity 

(Exabytes). While the unit shipment of hard disks is continuously decreasing (see figure 6.) 

the contrary is true for SSDs. 

 

Figure 17.  HDD and SSD unit shipments worldwide, 2015-2021 [REF 10]  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/285474/hdds-and-ssds-in-pcs-global-shipments-2012-2017/
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The shipped capacity of SSDs in 2016 was about 45 EB, which corresponds to 7% of the total 

(SSD+HDD). This amount is expected to grow to nearly 20% in 2021. The absolute amount is 

still factors smaller compared to HDDs. It is estimated that the storage industry would need 

to invest 200-300 B$ in SSD manufacturing to get even with the HDD capacity shipments. 

 

Figure 18.  Total capacity (Exabytes) of HDD+SSD shipments, 2015-2021  [REF 11]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/05/22/ssd_price_premium_over_disk_falling/
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Figure 19.  Ratio of SSD versus HDD cost evolution, $/GB , 2015-2021  [REF 11]  

 

The capacity discrepancy between HDDs and SSDs is also reflected in the price per GB difference 

between the two disk types. The important point in the previous plot is the cost ratio of SSDs versus 

HDDs in the Nearline Enterprise disk category. For the foreseeable future high capacity SSDs will be 

at least a factor 10 more expensive than HDDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/05/22/ssd_price_premium_over_disk_falling/
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Tapes 

In April 2017 the LTO Program Technology Provider Companies (HP, IBM, Quantum) 

published their latest media shipment report. The amount of physical tapes shipped is now 

about 5 million per quarter showing a more or less linear decrease since 2007. The amount 

of Exabytes shipped is about 10 per quarter. The presented plot includes a compression 

value of 1:2.5. As a comparison SSD shipments are also about 10 EB per quarter while HDD 

reached 150 EB per quarter. [REF 12]  

 

Figure 20.  Number of LTO tape media shipped per quarter, 2000-2016 

 

 

Figure 21.  Total amount of Exabytes shipped for LTO tape media per quarter, 2000-2016, 

(compression factor is 1:2.5) 

http://www.lto.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/LTO_Media-Shipment_Report_2016.pdf
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The following roadmap for tape technology from SpectraLogic anticipates a 2-year cycle for the LTO 

evolution. LTO-8 with 12 TB tapes is expected to be released at the end of 2017. [REF 13]  

 

Figure 22.  Tape drive roadmap for LTO end Enterprise drives, 2013-2021 

LTO releases go along with the development of enterprise level drives from IBM. The last TS1155 

with 15 TB capacity has just been announced.  Both new tape drives required a technology jump in 

the fabrication of tape heads which were based so far on Giant Magnetoresistive sensors. As the 

density increased one had to introduce sensors using the Tunnel Magnetoresistive Effect. 

Besides IBM, only Oracle had enterprise tape drives in their portfolio. In the beginning of 2017 

Oracle announced that they stopped the development of this product line. Thus there is only IBM 

left manufacturing high density tape heads for all tape drives (LTO-8 and Enterprise). They are selling 

about 230000 heads per year, compared to 450000 in 2014. 

The dependency of the whole tape market on a single company is of course worrying and a risk for 

the future. Especially as IBM has sold or stopped hardware related project during the last 3 years 

and the negative trend of the IBM hardware revenues during the last 6 years are not helping. [REF 

14]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21.  IBM revenue evolution for their storage hardware section, 2010-2016 

http://hpc.csiro.au/users/dmfug/Meeting_Feb2017/Presentations/Spectra_Logic_Presentation.pdf
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/19/screech_bm_turns_a_storage_corner/
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/19/screech_bm_turns_a_storage_corner/
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The majority of the IBM revenues are produced from enterprise disk appliances (SSD or HDD). 

Tape media are only manufactured by Sony and Fujifilm and they have started a ‘patent-war’ against 

each other last year about the LTO media technology. 

The street price evolution of LTO tape media over the years shows a constant decrease and has 

reached about 0.01 Euro/GB, but there are two peculiarities to be considered: 

1. The price decrease measured over the last 11 years was about 30% per year, but this has 

moved to 20% just looking at the last 4 years 

2. The latest model of LTO is always NOT the cheapest, but rather one generation before. 

The lifetime of a LTO generation depends on a few considerations:  price of the media, price and 

needed size of robots, cost for repacking from one to the next LTO generation, etc. 

One can assume that the total cost of tape storage is about twice the cost of the media (Euro/GB). 

 

 Figure 22.  Street price evolution of the various LTO generations  [REF 15]   

 

 

 

New Storage Technologies 

The list of new memories include Phase-Change memory (PCM), Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), 

Magneto-resistive RAM (MRAM), Resistive RAM (RRAM or ReRAM), spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-

http://www.geizhals.de/
https://semiengineering.com/kc/knowledge_center.php?kcid=94
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RAM), Conductive Bridging RAM (CBRAM) and Oxide-based resistive memory (OxRAM). The 

following picture shows the Taxonomy of volatile and non-volatile memories. [REF 16] 

 

Figure 23.  Volatile and non-volatile memory taxonomy 

 

Besides the usual NAND memory, only one other new memory type is in the market on a noticeable 

level: MRAM from Everspin. However, the revenues for MRAM are only at the 7 M$ level, three 

orders of magnitude lower than Flash memory. 

Intel introduced the first products (Optane) based on their 3D XPoint memory lately this year. This is 

most likely a PCM variant manufactured and development together with Micron. The 

announcements in 2015 claimed 1000x faster, 1000x higher endurance and 10x denser than NAND 

memory.  The current products show much lower values:  3x faster, 3x endurance. There is currently 

some heavy debate about the possible success of these products.  [REF 17]  

There are regular progress reports about completely new storage technologies (just a few 

examples): 

 

 DNA storage   [REF 18]          Microsoft has collaboration with Twist Bioscience  [REF 19]  

 Skyrmions in multi-layer nano-sized thin films   [REF 20]  

 Atomic-sized defects in diamonds  [REF 21]   

 Ferroelectric non-volatile memory  [REF 22]  

 Magnetoelectric random access memory [REF 23]  

 Electron spin memory [REF 24]  

 2-D RRAM   [REF 25]   

 Nano-magnets  [REF 26]  

 Nanotube memory [REF 27]  

 

 

https://semiengineering.com/new-memories-and-architectures-ahead/
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2017/04/intel-optane-memory-how-to-make-revolutionary-technology-totally-boring/
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/03/dna-could-store-all-worlds-data-one-room
http://spectrum.ieee.org/the-human-os/biomedical/imaging/microsoft-buys-into-dna-data-storage
https://phys.org/news/2017-03-storage-nanoscale.html
https://phys.org/news/2016-10-defects-diamond-unique-platform-optical.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-06-breakthrough-cmos-compatible-ferroelectric-memory.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-05-magnetoelectric-memory-cell-energy-efficiency.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-03-nanoimages-path-magnetic-memory.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-05-d-materials-based-rram.html
https://phys.org/news/2017-03-nanomagnets-future-storage.html
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/05/10/nantero_gets_dell_dev_dollars/
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There are very interesting announcements of new developments in the R&D storage area on a 

nearly weekly basis, but there is a very long way from prototypes to production. The real obstacle 

for new technologies is the high CAPEX needed for new manufacturing facilities. We have seen a 

clear trend for evolutionary changes of existing products versus the introduction of really new 

paradigm breaking technologies.  

The Memristor (invented by HP in 2008) and Holographic Storage (in the making since more than 25 

years) are good examples for new storage technologies with very high potential, but a long 

development phase paired with strong underestimations of productionizing efforts. 

 

 

 

Servers and Costs 

 

The following plot shows the historical and future cost estimates for disk storage. 

 

Figure 24.  Disk storage price evolution based on CERN disk server configurations 

 

The mentioned cost structure and extrapolation is for the current architecture of disk servers used at 

CERN:  two 24-bay HDD JBOD arrays (6 TB enterprise level disks, 2017 delivery ) are connected via 

SAS HBAs to a full-fledged CPU server (2 processors, 3GB memory per core, 2 local 1 TB SSDs, 10 Gbit 

NIC). There are no disk controllers involved, as the CERN storage architecture does not make use of 

any RAID configuration. The storage management software (EOS) provides redundancy via file level 

replication with a default value of two replicas across separate disk servers. The shown price chart 

includes the mentioned hardware and the two file replicas; i.e. the raw space would be half the 

price. 
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The cost improvements in the future have their origin in two different developments:  

1. The basic cost improvement of the bare HDD due to the technology evolution (e.g. moving 

from PMR to HAMR) and the amortization of existing fab investments (i.e. price decrease 

per HDD) 

2. Improving the cost ratio of the bare HDDs and the needed infrastructure (JBOD housing, 

front-end nodes, network, etc.) 

 

The price decrease per HDD is not a straightforward curve as it depends on the market 

developments as one can see from the cost evolution over the last 3 years of a standard Nearline 

6TB disk from Seagate. We have an overall price decrease of 14% over 3 years, while there are 

higher increases and decreases in shorter time intervals. 

 

 

 Figure 25.  Price evolution of a Seagate 6TB disk, 2014 – 2017  [REF 15]   

 

During the latest purchases of disk storage at CERN we have noticed that the prices for enterprise 

level disks and JBOD arrays can be up to a factor 3 lower than average street prices. Setting these 

offers in relationship with company revenues, profits and unit shipments yields an inconsistent 

picture.  These seemed to be special prices: subsidised for special customers? General strategy for 

cloud drives subsidised via PC disks ? on-off offers ?  This has quite a potential to increase the error-

bars of storage cost predictions. 

 

http://www.geizhals.de/
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There is clearly a trend to optimise the HDD infrastructure for cost saving reasons. The Helium 

technology is a good example for this as it increase the space density of storage (more platters per 

HDD) at the same infrastructure costs.  [REF 28]  

 

 

Figure 26.  Number of Nearline HDD unit shipments for different drive types, 2015-2020, (disks 

means platters inside a HDD)  

 

 

The cloud storage providers are very much interested in savings for storage and are making their 

own proposals, e.g. 

 Google:   larger form factors of disks >> 3.5”,   multi-disk packaging, optimized power 

delivery [REF 29]  

 Amazon patent:  : separation of mechanical and electronic components: [REF 30]  

 Backblaze large serves  [REF 31]  

 

At CERN we have started to look into several aspects of improving further the overall disk storage 

costs. 

1. Replacing enterprise HDDs with ‘desktop’ drives. We have more than 100 disks in a 

production environment under test already 

2. Increasing the size of a disk server from currently 288 TB (raw capacity) to 1.2 or even > 5PB 

The first 1.2 PB server is currently being prepared for production 

3. Introducing Erasure-Encoding across servers. Test have been done and this is already 

included in the EOS code. 

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/04/11/18tb_disk_drives_in_2018/
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en/pubs/archive/44830.pdf
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/26/amazon_special_cloud_disks/
https://www.backblaze.com/blog/open-source-data-storage-server/
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The following plot shows the price variations of HDDs across different disk sizes.  

 

Figure 27.  Street price ranges for different hard disk sizes  [REF 15]   

The most expensive ones are of course the enterprise level disks.  Compared to ‘desktop’ drives they 

have a higher MTBF, uses much better error correction (ECC), are qualified for 24x7 operations, 

better caching, etc. The price differences are up to factor three. 

As a comparison in the following picture one can see that the price difference is much less 

pronounced for SSDs. [  

 

 

http://www.geizhals.de/
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Figure 27.  Street price ranges for different SSD sizes  [REF 15]   

 

Backblaze for example is using desktop drives for their backup storage offerings. At CERN we are 

trying to gather enough failure statistics with a prototype low end disk installation.  

Deploying large disk servers (multi-PB size) and Erasure-Coding across servers would decrease the 

cost of storage, but has a potential large side effect on performance. On the other side, we see at 

least at the CERN centre that the IO capabilities (disk IO and network) of the existing servers are 

used at the less than 10% level. 

Any IO problem would most likely manifest itself in the Analysis phase of the date and not so much 

for MC production or Reconstruction of the data.   Solutions to the Analysis issue of achieving high 

aggregate data rates would be either dedicated analysis facilities or thin and wide spreading of the 

data across all possible spindles in a centre.   

The current understanding of the detailed IO patterns from the different experiment codes is rather 

limited. However, this knowledge is an essential ingredient for any decision about new storage 

model deployments at sites. 

There are several possible scenarios to reduce the cost of storage with architectural and 

infrastructure changes. Optimistically it possible to achieve a cost reduction by a factor 2-3. 

The factor 2-3 gain for HDD storage might be needed to compensate the move from tape to disk 

storage due to possible policy changes in IBM, the only remaining manufacturer of tape technology.  

 

 

Summary 

The Hard Disk market is under pressure due to various reasons: increasing SSD usage in notebooks 

and high-end enterprise storage, consolidation in the cloud storage area, decreasing PC market, high 

CAPEX needed for new technologies.  

The pricing structure of near line/capacity drives shows peculiarities and it is not clear what the 

origin is. Which adds potentially some uncertainty to the overall long-term price evolution prediction 

of disk storage. 

We have some potential savings in the disk storage infrastructure of optimistically a factor 2-3 in 

overall costs (one-off saving). 

SSDs will not replace capacity hard disks in at least the next 5 years, due to higher production costs 

per GB and the required high fabrication investments. 

The tape storage situation needs to be carefully watched with only one company (IBM) providing the 

technology and R&D investment while overall revenues are decreasing. Moving from tape storage to 

disk storage would increase the long term storage costs by at least a factor 3. 

The current estimation for the evolution of storage costs based on the history of the specific CERN 

installations is 25% improvement per year for disk storage and 20% for tape storage. This is for the 

costs of purchasing PB of storage and assumes a low dependency on IO performance. 

http://www.geizhals.de/
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